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In order to obtain the angular dependent electron energy distributions, we developed a multichannel electron spectrometer (MCESM) with high energy and angular resolutions. The MCESM consists of seven small electron spectrometers set in every 5° on the basement, each of which detection range is up to 25 MeV. In the experiment, we successfully obtained electron spectra from imploded cone-shell target as well as gold plane target irradiated by ultraintense (300 J/5 ps) laser beam.


I. INTRODUCTION

In the fast ignition (FI) of inertial fusion research, an ultraintense laser (UIL) pulse is irradiated on the imploded plasma in order to generate hot electrons to heat the high-density core plasma. At the time, the measurement of fast electrons (number, slope temperature, emission angle, and so on) is crucially important for estimation of heating efficiency to the core. In the previous integrated experiment at Osaka University, we observed that fast electron spectra show significant absorption at the high-density core plasma only taken at optimum injection timing of UIL.\textsuperscript{1} However the spectrum for the laser off-axis did not exhibit such modification in any timing. This result strongly indicates that the spatial resolved electron spectra can infer the spatial information of the core such as heated size or temperature. From this viewpoint, we developed a multi-channel electron spectrometer (MCESM) with a high angular resolution.

II. MAGNET ELECTRON SPECTROMETER (ESM)

The magnet electron spectrometer is one of the simple diagnostics to measure the energy of electrons. If the magnetic flux density can be considered as a constant, the electrons move according to a simple Larmor motion only determined by the electron kinetic energy. Because different energy electrons reach on the different positions in the detector, the electron energy distribution can be easily obtained. The energy on the position \( l \) can be given by

\[
e = m_0 c \sqrt{\left(\frac{I^2 + h^2}{2h}\right)^\frac{eB}{m_0 c^2} + 1}.
\]

Here, \( h \) is the height from the electron incidence to detector, \( e \) is the electron energy, \( e \) is the electric charge, \( B \) is the magnetic flux density, \( m_0 \) is the mass of electron, and \( c \) is the speed of light, respectively.

Because fast electrons created by UIL have considerable large emission angles, a collimator is used to guarantee a parallel electron beam into the magnetic field. Consequently, electron spectrum per solid angles and per energy can be given as

\[
\frac{d^2N}{d\Omega dE} = \frac{1}{\Delta I \Delta \Omega} \frac{I}{I_0} \frac{h}{eB} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{2h}{r^2 + h^2}\right)^\frac{m_0 c^2}{eB^2}},
\]

where \( N \) is the number of electrons, \( I \) is the signal intensity, \( \Delta I \) is the spatial resolution of the imaging plate (IP), \( \Delta \Omega \) are the solid angles, \( \zeta(e) \) is the detector sensitivity, and \( \varphi \) is the fading rate.\textsuperscript{2}

As an electron detector, we use an IP that has a large dynamic range (~10\textsuperscript{5}) and a high sensitivity (~100 times higher than normal x-ray film). In addition IP is free from strong electromagnetic x-ray film noises created by UIL interaction with target.\textsuperscript{2}

III. DESIGN OF MCESM

A. Required specifications

In this section, we consider a required range and resolution on angle and energy for MCESM. In the previous FI experiment,\textsuperscript{4} the core diameter is about 50 \( \mu \)m and the distance from the center of core plasma to the gold cone tip is also 50 \( \mu \)m. From this geometry, it is expected that the electrons within 30° divergence angles (half angle) are possible to interact with the core. We therefore decide that the angular range must be about 30° at least with 5° angular resolutions. On the other hand, the modification on electron spectrum is mostly appeared within 10 MeV at the previous experiment. So the energy range is set from 0.2 to 25 MeV with high energy resolution (it is about 50 keV at 10 MeV).

B. Mechanical design

We designed the MCESM for the Gekko FIREX experiment.\textsuperscript{3} The diameter of the Gekko chamber is 2 m and
the nearest port angle is 20°. It is therefore necessary to insert the spectrometer to the chamber and bring it close to target chamber center (TCC) in order to obtain the required angular resolution.

Due to the restriction of the solid angle of one chamber port, we decided to cover 35° angular ranges with about 20 cm distance from TCC. MCESM is translated close to TCC via motorized rails. The head of MCESM has a 20 cm distance from TCC. MCESM is translated close to TCC position using the target monitor system, MCESM can be vacuum chamber. By adjusting the target in the optimum position using the target monitor system, MCESM can be assured to set the exact position with the error less than 100 μm in three dimensions.

C. Collimator design

In order to obtain the well-collimated electron beam to the ESM, we use a thick lead block with a small diameter collimator. The thickness of the block is determined by using the continuous-slowing-down approximation (CSDA) range to stop enough high-energy electrons. Because the electrons generated at the fast ignition experiment have the kinetic energy up to several hundred MeV, we chose a 30 mm length lead that can stop the electrons up to 1 GeV as well as x rays from the target itself.

On the other hand, the collimator size conflictingly affects the errors on energy and number. If the collimator size is large, electrons cannot be considered as a parallel beam, resulting in a significant error on the determination of electron energy from the signal position on IP. On the other hand, the smaller diameter loses tolerance on the alignment error, which significantly reduces the detected number of electrons as described in Sec. IV C 2. Here, we referred to our single channel ESM, which has 1×10⁻⁵ sr. Taking account of the distance from TCC, the collimator diameter is set about 700 μm.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF MULTICHANNEL ESM

A. Arrangement of multichannel ESM

Figure 1 shows seven ESM channels arranged on the basement with 5° angular intervals with different distance from 15.5 to 33.0 cm. The magnetic flux density is 0.45 T and the magnet length is 40 mm. The collimator is set in the front side of the magnet pair. The total length is 75 mm including a gap between magnets and collimator. IP is set on the top of the magnets with cover holder parallel to the electron beam.

B. Method of alignment

It is important to align each ESM channel exactly toward TCC. Because the collimator diameter is very small, even a little misalignment causes a large error on the electron number. As shown in Fig. 2, the head of MCESM needs to pre-align at outside of the chamber. Two He–Ne laser lights are divided into seven paths for each channel. All laser lights simultaneously irradiate on the mock-up target equipped with the basement. The laser light is detected with charge coupled device (CCD) at the back of the target. Then each channel is put in each laser path and aligned to obtain an image that the diameter of laser becomes largest (about 640 μm) and a shadow of target comes in the center of laser light.

C. Error estimation

1. Electron energy

Even electron beam is injected parallel to the collimator, the error on electron energy depends on the collimator size and height to IP, h, in Eq. (1). As shown in Fig. 3(a), different energy electrons coming from the top (bottom) of collimator reach as same position on IP through the orbit r₁ (r₂) as the center part of electrons. From this consideration, we choose the collimator size and h in order that maximum error on energy of electrons becomes less than 5%.

2. Electron number

The electron number is proportional to the cross section when electrons pass the collimator. If ESM is aligned correctly, the cross section is same as the collimator size. However, if it is slightly tilted or rotated, the collimator clips electron beam, resulting in reduction of number of detected electrons as shown in Fig. 3(b). Especially for MCESM, because each ESM channel has a freedom in three dimensions individually, the relative error loses reliability for angular distribution of fast electrons. Taking account of the off-line
alignment method above, the maximum reduction on number is estimated at about 15%. The error due to setting accuracy of the mock-up target in TCC can be negligible because the collimator size is much larger than the core size (∼50 μm).

3. Viewing angle

The angular error is caused by errors from the mechanical channel position and the setting accuracy of the mock-up target in TCC. The mechanical setting accuracy is 100 μm in three dimensions and the setting accuracy of the target in TCC is 100 μm as mentioned above. Consequently, we can estimate the error concerning the viewing angle that is about 0.07° as a maximum.

D. Noise reduction

We performed a preliminary experiment using a plane target. In the result, the signals on IP were not so clear due to the strong noise spreading in whole area, resulting in the S/N (signal divided by noise) ratio of ∼1. Because the x ray or electrons from the target must be almost stopped in the lead blocks and IP is set to parallel to the electron beam axis to minimize such x-ray exposure from the target, we suspect that the source of this noise is x- or γ-rays created via interaction of electrons with the neighbor ESM channel or basement. In order to reduce the noise to improve S/N ratio, we covered each ESM with 2 mm thickness lead sheet. Using the shield, the S/N ratio was improved to be 8.

V. FAST IGNITION EXPERIMENT

We measured the angular dependent electron spectra with the MCESM and single channel ESM at fast ignition integrated experiment conducted in Osaka University. The detector angles are 0°, 26.9°, 31.7°, 36.7°, 41.8°, 47.1°, 52.4°, and 57.9° from the laser axis, respectively. Typical result is shown in Fig. 4(a). The spectra are taken at the shot when heating laser energy is 310 J with 5 ps pulse duration. The target is gold cone shell. The shell diameter is 500 μm and the cone tip diameter is 10 μm with 10 μm thickness. Implosion energy is 2.9 kJ. The intense laser beam is injected at the timing of maximum implosion. At this shot the neutron yield is $1 \times 10^4$. Unfortunately in most of experiments, electron spectrum was not obtained at 57.9° due to poor S/N ratio.

Figure 4(b) shows a summary of the beam divergence for different target conditions. The vertical axis represents the number of electrons normalized by heating laser energy. Moreover, the horizontal one is the observed angle. We calculate the total electron number by fitting the observed spectrum with Eq. (3).

$$N(\varepsilon) = \frac{N_0}{\pi T_e} \exp \left( -\frac{\varepsilon}{T_e} \right),$$

where $N(\varepsilon)$ is the number of electrons per unit energy per solid angles, $T_e$ is the electron slope temperature, $\varepsilon$ is the electron kinetic energy, and $N_0$ is total electron number integrated with the energy from zero to infinity per solid angles. The lowest line represents the case of gold foil target (10 μm thickness), and the others are taken at fast ignition shots under the same conditions with Fig. 4. In the result, it can be seen that the emission angle of hot electrons passing through core plasma is smaller than that from gold plane foil. Concretely, in the case of gold foil, the emission angle is about 27° in half width of half maximum by Gaussian fitting. On the other hand for imploded plasma, this decreases to about 9°. The narrowing can be considered that collimating characteristics of the cone structure or effect of presence of preformed plasma filled in gold cone.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a multichannel electron spectrometer with a high spatial resolution and wide angular ranges. The error on the electron number and energy is estimated as about 15% and 5%. The measured electron spectra show the difference of emission angle between foil and imploded cone-shell target, 27° and near 9°, respectively.
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